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Introduction  
 
 
Life on the urban margins is full of challenges. The urban poor are indispensable to the life and upkeep 
of the metropolitan city but they themselves live a precarious existence. Largely daily wage laborers, 
selfemployed and doing petty jobs in the informal economy, they are particularly vulnerable to the va
garies of economy. Their settlements remain highly underserved in terms of civic services. The people 
of bastis (slums) in particular live in constant fear of demolition and those in relatively newer resettle
ment colonies are insecure about their landtenure and ownership. The poor are hit much more by 
destruction of city’s environment due to rampant construction, growing industrial units and constantly 
increasing vehicles. The living conditions in their settlements, nature of livelihoods and the overall city 
environment makes the people on the margins susceptible to sickness and chronic diseases. The pre
carious nature of their parents’ livelihoods, prolonged sickness of family members and other challenging 
circumstances, force many children to get into work or contribute to income generating activities at 
home. Girls, in particular, are also burdened with domestic responsibilities. This reduces their time for 
play and creates hurdles in their education. The civic challenges of the locality also interfere with 
children’s engagements at school. The play spaces available to children in the locality are limited and 
risky. Children bear the brunt of stress in families. Girls and women, in particular are vulnerable to vi
olence and abuse. 
 
The last one year has been a rather difficult period for those on the urban margins, with major events 
at  local, national and global levels that have and will continue to accentuate the challenges faced by 
the communities, and in particular the children and young people.    
 
The air pollution levels in the city soared to such hazardous levels in autumn that Supreme Court re
ferred to life in Delhi as ‘living in hell’ and the Delhi government declared the situation as a public health 
emergency. The instances and intensity of pollution related sicknesses increased manifold, affecting 
the livelihoods and incomes of the families. The schools in Delhi were closed down, an unusual period 
of break in the school calendar, with advisories for children to stay indoors and avoid all outdoor activ
ities, that kept children confined to their already cramped homes, suspended their play and disrupted 
their everyday routine. 
 
Cases of rape of women and other crimes against women continued unabated in the city and the 
country. According to the National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB) report 2019, there were 32, 035 cases 
of rape, with a daily average of 87 cases. Delhi recorded 1253 cases. In almost 98% cases, the perpe
trators were known, be it family members, relatives, friends, coworkers. The rate of crime against 
women in Delhi at 144 is second highest. The statistics prove Delhi’s reputation as an unsafe city. The 
news of crimes against women in different parts of the country, in particular the gangrape and murder 
of a veterinary doctor in Hyderabad shook the people. Such instances rattled parents so much that 
they confined the girls at home and withdrew them from their learning pursuits. 
 
The Citizenship Amendment Bill (CAA) 2019 was passed in Dec.2019 and plans for National Register of 
Citizens (NRC) and National Population Register (NPR), were announced. These relate to granting citi
zenship to migrants from neighboring countries, determining legal citizens and creating a detailed data
based of all citizen respectively. The developments led to a lot of debate and reflections on the idea of 
Citizenship and the Constitution, across the country. In Delhi also deliberations and agitations took 
place in which students, ordinary women, citizens and other groups took part. There were clashes in 
two universities of the city between the police and the students. The restlessnessness of the phase 
permeated the neighborhoods. People were following the news on television and in newspapers, and 
some had also seen for themselves or heard from friends and relatives in different parts of the city. 
People, especially from the Muslim minority community were worried if these developments were tar
getted at their community, how would they impact their lives and standing as citizens, would their ex
isiting documents be enough, would they be excluded. The children were bewildered too. 
 
In the beginning of the year 2020, there were announcements that existing slums in the city would be 
regularised. The residents would be given ownership rights of their plots and there would be insitu 
upgradation of the slums. At one level, it gave people of such settlements hope and on another level, 
they were confused. They were not sure if these were empty promises before Delhi Assembly elections 
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or would they actually be realised.  When the surveys began to take place, using digital devices, people 
were a little jittery as they weren’t sure if the history of their residency would be properly recorded. 
They could not fathom if their documents would suffice. Some people who were second or thirdparty 
owners feared regarding their status.   
 
Delhi State Assembly elections took place in Feb. 20. The high pitch election campaigns, with fiery 
speeches and use of social media, created a charged atomosphere. There were instances of using de
rogatory language, making hateful comments and circulating hateful messages.These led to heated ar
guments and fuelling of social divisions amongst people. In early March 20, there were violent 
communal clashes in several neighborhoods of East Delhi such as Karawal Nagar, Khajuri Khas, Jaffrabad, 
Bhajanpura, that led to death of more than 60 people in the city. Houses, shops, religious places, ve
hicles were burned down.  Many of the affected residents either went to relief camps or returned to 
their native villages out of fear. Some families were deterred by the fact that their children’s Board 
exams for classes 10th and 12th were due.  
 
The riots did not take place in any of the neighborhoods where Ankur works, but people were affected. 
There were families who had relatives, friends or coworkers staying in the neighborhoods and from 
whom they heard firsthand accounts of what all had happened in the three days of rioting, and during 
the days preceding and after the riots. They were aware of the trauma that men, women, youth and 
children had endured. An atmosphere of fear and distrust gripped the communities, and rumours 
spread like fire. There were undercurrents in social interactions, where people were told in subtle and 
not so subtle ways of where they belong, creating a sense of exclusion. Parents were anxious and scared 
to let their children go to school. Children appeared for their exams in this tense atmosphere.  
 
The news of the new disease COVID19 and its spread in different countries had started coming in early 
part of the year. By the second week of March, the government issued advisories for closure of schools 
and educational institutions and imposed restrictions on social gatherings, meetings and events. The 
oneday national curfew was followed by the first national lockdown announced from 24th March as a 
preventive step to curtail the spread of the pandemic. The strict restrictions on traveling, going out for 
work or meeting people made people worried and distraught. It was difficult for them to fathom what 
was happening. Life in the settlements almost came to a standstill, the usual hustlebustle gave way to 
an erie silence. Livelihoods of people were badly hit. As a majority survive on daytoday income, they 
found it difficult to organise even two square meals a day for the entire family. Those in jobs, could not 
collect wages for the month and didn’t have money to pay rent. The Corona pandemic and the lockdown 
opened an entirely new chapter in the lives of people that will have longterm ramifications for the 
families, children and women in particular.People are struggling to come to terms with life in Corona 
times. 
 
All these issues and developments amplified the challenges the urban margins face, and produced 
newer complexties and problems for them to deal with. They added to the uncertainty of livelihood 
and income, housing and food insecurity, concerns about harassment and violence, loss of access to 
public benefits, distrust of public authorities. Feelings of uncertainty wereheightened for communities 
and families that felt targetted, disciminated against and threatened. In such a climate, people became 
anxious for their present and future and worried for their children. These worries seeped to the children 
as well and impeded their everyday lives, disrupted their learning and hindered social relationships.  
 
Ankur believes that children are not passive witnesses to the happenings in their environments. They 
have their own observations, thoughts and feelings about what’s going around them. But often they 
are expected to listen to adults, follow their thinking, and do what they are told to. Children need to 
be listened to on their own terms and not within the boundaries fixed by adults.  
 
Ankur’s pedagogical work brings into dialogue the challenges and issues that children and young people 
face in their contexts. It provides them the muchneeded space to talk about aspects in their surround
ings that unsettle them and affect their lives. The facilitators listen to them intently, with respect and 
without imposing their reference frames. They are provided an atmosphere where they can freely share 
their feelings, experiences, thoughts and questions in an authentic and reciprocal way, and play an ac
tive role in shaping the dialogues that take place. 
 
The exploration of any issue is guided by openended questions such as  What do they see? What do 
they hear? What are the factors that might be contributing to an issue? How does it influence their 
everyday life? How does it impact their families and communities in areas of health, social relationships 
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and livelihoods? How do different sections of the city and also within their locality experience these is
sues? What are their hopes and fears? How they as individuals and collectives could respond to such 
situations? The open discussions make for a more multilayered account of complex social realities. 
 
The processes of exploration gives them an opportunity for creative engagement with any issue, how
soever difficult. They discover and chronicle their times and contexts through writing, research, pho
tography, art, audiovideos and performance. They draw upon literature, cinema, youtube programs, 
newspapers to learn more about issues. They steer dialogues in their communities amongst different 
generations, genders, groups and in the process contribute to building a sense of connectedness in the 
neighborhood and a culture of listening and sharing that is so essential to tide over difficult times and 
situations.    
 
Ankur’s intent is to build in them the capacity to engage with situations and issues that they are con
fronted with, and not be overwhelmed by them. That they are able to posit themselves in their sur
roundings and find their bearings… 





1. Children’s Program 
 
The children’s program engages children in coconstruction of knowledge. It enhances children’s ex
pression and exploration through listening, speaking, writing, reading and research, and draws on 
the locality as a learning resource. 
 
1.1  Learning Collective   
 
The learning collective celebrates the spirit of wonder and curiosity of young children, and invites them 
to share their stories and relate them to text books. It is a nurturing space for children, to enhance 
their skills of expression and to create opportunities for them to learn from the community. The space 
gives them freedom to play with their imagination, and design a space for themselves.  
 
The children (practitioners) created a camera from a box and clicked pictures, a bus from old cardboard 
boxes for their rides and a jungle with toy animals that they get in packets of sweets. They learnt origami 
and made photoframes for displaying their stories on the wall. They painted the walls of the centre. 
They created a lighted acquarium, with their craft work. These are their moments of joy in a day, what
ever be their circumstances. 
 
They listed what all they can do with their fingers, and spoke of anecdotes related to their slippers. 
They shared stories from their lives such as feast at home, taking a day off from school, a family member 
not being well, beginning of the new session at school, a relative visiting them, errands they like doing, 
their favorite shops, vendors visitng their localiy and uncle and aunts. They read stories and narrated 
them to their peers and made sketches, and picked up words and lines that they found new and inte
resting. They attempted to make poems without being constricted by rhythm or metre. 
 
Finding one’s image in the collective writing is a practice that can be considered the first phase of writ
ing. In this practice, children write their first word and sentence and fill it with meaning, and then these 
words, sentences and meanings are given shape as a word collage, or connected with illustrations. 
Their unique contribution to the collage, and the exchange that takes places, and their interest in them 
becomes a basis of the extension of their writing in future.  Word maps help to open up the meaning 
of a word or a line.  They shared what all they associate with a given word, for example bazaar. The re
sultant webs led to stories that reflected myriad dimensions of the theme – types of bazars, sounds 
and scenes at a bazaar etc.  
 
The practitioners were engaged in making riddles of sounds. They first concentrated on listening to 
sounds in their surroundings such as sounds of motors switched on to extract water from the ground, 
fan in the room, summer cooler, motorcycle in the lanes, welding machine. Then they created riddles 
around them.For example – Bhutbhutbhut, it makes noise everywhere, Anywhere it goes, it becomes 
a headache, You get to know when its coming, It disturbs the sleep at 5 am, when the bhut, bhut sound 
reaches your ears. (Bullet bike). They did an exploration of play ditties in their localities – songs sung 
with different games. Some of these play ditties have been lost in time. The practioners spoke to their 
parents and other adults  to gather these ditties. Their explorations led to a pack of cards of such play 
ditties.  
 
During the theme of ‘your innocent questions‘, they thought of questions they would like to ask their 
parents, siblings, teachers, officials – why are we scolded or beaten up when we play games on mobile? 
why does mother get so tired after work? why our house in the city not as big as it is in the village? 
why do we live on rent? why does police take away my father’s vegetable cart? how am I able to see 
dreams with closed eyses? why do adults fight? why does boat float on water and not get drowned? 
Their responses were converted into a poster.  
 
Unlike the middle class and rich neighborhoods, where people have limited interactions with neighbors, 
the marginalised neighborhoods are characterised by lively interactions and a sense of bonding. The 
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practitioners shared what they liked about their neighbors – “our neighbors are good natured”, “we 
share special food cooked in our homes with each other”, “whenever there is a problem our neighbors 
are the first to help“,“they offer their homes when we host guests during a wedding“, “they help in pre
paring meals for feasts“, “they look after our homes when we go to a village“, “they help in spreading 
clothes for drying, accompany us to bank and hospital when needed. “  These everyday acts of kindness, 
and bonds they share that help them through thick and thin. They spoke about the times when people 
gather in their lanes and the conversations that take place on such occassions, such as when there is a 
crisis in someone’s home, when there is an announcement of a govt. scheme, or some fearful event in 
the city, during festivals and weddings.   
 
When the riots took place in the city, the news travelled to their neighborhoods. Children were anxious, 
especially those whose relatives stayed in the affected areas. Fear gripped the locality. There were dis
cussions with children about what they were hearing on the television channels, from their relatives 
and neighbors, and what was happening in the locality. They spoke how the people locked homes from 
inside when they got to know about the riots, people were running around, children were not allowed 
to go out, youth kept guard at night. 
 
The practitioners discussed how rising levels of pollution affected their play and school, the reasons 
for rising levels of pollution and the need for more trees and plants in surroundings. They learnt how 
they could have plants in their homes. One of them, on finding an empty pot around her school, brought 
it home and sowed garlic in it. She carried the pot in her palms to show to her peers who looked at it 
with amazement. Another sowed coriander in one of the plants at her home. In one of the neighbor
hoods, practitioners accompanied some of the women who go to the nearby fields to work during the 
harvest season. They sat in the fields, observed the processes of harvesting and wrote about it. They 
also reminiscensed about the fileds in their native villages.  
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1.2  Club  
 
The club gives an open floor to children to express and explore their experiences, dilemmas and dreams. 
It facilitates their explorations and research of different facets of life in their locality.   
Stories involve situations and conversations amongst the different characters. To bring their attention 
to conversations, they thought of different situations and the conversations that take place amongst 
the different actors in a situation, for example the conversation between a shopkeeper and customer 
in a bazaar, a conductor and passenger in a bus. They wrote about strangers who struck them in a public 
space, such as an old lady at the hospital, a fellow passenger in the bus. They described the person’s 
demeanour and the reason they found the person striking. They played around with possible titles of 
their stories.  The practitioners shared their stories on a variety of themes and honed the art of writing 
their stories through varied practices and workshops with established authors. They learnt how adding 
details ofsounds, expressions, feelings to bring vividness to their stories. 
 
When asked to write about their mothers’ special qualities, things that give her joy or tension, a story 
from her childhood, the practioners felt that it would not take them much time to write about their 
mothers. Howevever, they realised that they had not paid so much attention to or spoken in depth with 
their mothers to be able to write on these themes. They explored how the ‘Pink Ticket’ government 
scheme that allows free travel to women in DTC buses, impacts the womenfolk in their neighbourhood. 
The women shared with the practitioners how it had reduced travel costs and added to their limited 
incomes, especially those who singlehandedly manage their homes. Some shared how the scheme 
helped them get back to work, for they had left their jobs due to high costs of travel.   
 
The practitioners continued their exploration of the ‘nonclassroom spaces’ of the school that are free 
from classroom regimes and the overpowering presence of the teacher. For adolescent children, par
ticularly girls, their path to maturity is entangled with perceptions and pressures of peers, family and 
society. School washrooms are one of the spaces where they freely speak to their peers. The practi
tioners wrote about their exchanges with friends  sharing gossips, confiding in each other about inci
dents of harassment, taking selfies and seeing tiktok videos whenever they manage to bring the mobile 
from home on the sly. They also wrote about the problems they as girls face in using school toilets, and 
how they drink less water to avoid using the toilets as they are so dirty, and the problems they face 
during menstruation.  
 
They asked their teachers to share their memories of their student days such as when they got pun
ished, felt sorry, missed their friends, got a surprise test.  On teachers‘ day they wrote about moments, 
when they felt their teacher was like a friend to them. Discussions were also held on the occasion of 
‘children’s day‘, ‘kindness day‘, ‘thanksgiving day‘  the stories behind celebrating these days and how 
do they relate to these days themselves. 
 
They practioners explored the world of work in their locality. They spoke to icecream vendors, tea
stall or dhaba wallas, autodrivers, factory workers etc. They spoke to youth who work in shifts or are 
looking for work. They detailed the routines of people from morning to night. They explored the theme 
of united neighborhood, and identified occassions when people of the community stand together. They 
shared how common concerns related to toilets, garbage dump, bazaar, dispensary, water tap, adhaar 
card office bring people together. During festival times, people come together to wish each other, invite 
people for feast. There is also a tradition of serving free food to all, on festivals such as during Navaratri, 
Shabebarat, GuruPurab. They wrote stories on related aspects such as collecting donations for such 
events, flavours and fragrances when food is cooked, the distribution of food‚ the joy of sharing food 
with one and all.  
 
In months when the pollution levels in the city were high and schools were shut down on account of 
pollution, the practitioners recorded the conversations that were taking place on pollution in their 
neighborhoods, the effect of smog on visibility in their lanes, the impact of wearing masks. They 
watched programs on pollution on YouTube and read related articles in newspapers. To connect with 
greener oasis of the city, they visited the Yamuna Biodiversity Park, and took a guided walk to learn 
about its flora and fauna.They visited the nursery, glassroom and net house to see how seeds are sown 
and the conditions they need to germinate and then grow into fullfledged plants. They had an inter
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action with the incharge of the museum, a scientist who explained to them about the significance of 
biodiversity, threats to it and ways to conserve it. Later in that serene atmosphere, amidst birds, flowers 
and a lake, the practitioners wrote poetry.  
 
A ‘smell room’ was created in a neighbourhood which is one of most polluted settlements of the city. 
Toxic, foul smells at all hours of the day are an everyday reality there. They come from the nearby land
fill, the open sewer, and the chemicals from the laundry factory. Our smell room is a room of good 
smells taken from people’s lives, be it of food, spices, incense etc. The idea is to create an oasis of good 
smells in which people can seek relief from the toxic environment. The practitioners invited residents 
to recognise a smell blindfolded and share their memories related to smells. Their stories were re
corded.  

There were onetoone conversations and also group discussions to give them a platform to speak 
about what they were hearing about new legislations on television and in their homes and communities, 
their own questions and thoughts in that regard. During the election time, they discussed the prevailing 
atmosphere in their neighborhood, the use of social media in campaigning, the speeches in the rallies. 
They discussed how the promises being made were seen by the voters of the locality.  They spoke about 
the news they were hearing about the Corona pandemic and the advisories that were being issued. 
They shared how these various developments were impacting their lives. There were increased restric
tions on their mobility, they couldn’t meet friends and felt anxious regarding their exams.  
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1.3  Library 
 
The library nurtures a community of readers, writers and discussants. It is a space where minds engage 
with the world of books in a discerning manner. They are not just readers but writers too. 
 
The practitioners narrated stories from their everyday lives, and from these narrations picked up clues 
for the stories – the plot, situations and characters. their friendships at school, interactions amongst 
girls and boys, fun on special days. They  picked the books they wanted to read, asked questions about 
the author, characters, script, readers, designer. When they read a story, they focused not just what 
was in the story but went beyond to see how the stories connected with their life. They wrote short 
summaries and reviews of the story. They discussed the situations and characters of the stories. They 
marked the way things were expressed in a story and chose words and lines that they could used in 
the story they write. They reimagined the endings of the stories. They thought about the characters 
who participate in the story for very less time or act as guest characters and rewrote the stories from 
their perspective.  
 
They read works of eminent writers such as Krishna Sobti, Uday Prakash and Vinod Kumar Shukla. They 
also encouraged their peers to read them. They read books on childhood, and discussed the various 
shades of childhood they brought forth. They wrote stories when they felt humiliated, and the myriad 
forms in which children are made to feel small in their families, schools and the community. 
 
They interviewed individuals in their locality who are very fond of reading books. They found about 
the time they developed their love for books,  finding time to read amidst daily routines and constraints, 
reading in the library, traveling with their books.  
 
At the time when there were government announcements that the homes of people of slums would 
get regularised and the conditions of slums would be upgraded, there was hope and confusion amongst 
the residents. The practitioners gathered stories from adults related to their arrival in the city and their 
struggle to make a home and neighborhood, and what they thought about their house, and how would 
they like to imagine it.   
 
When there were communal clashes in the city and violence broke out in certain parts of the city, there 
were a lot of rumors in the neighborhood that were causing panic amongst the people and particularly 
children, the practitioners focussed on exploring and writing about rumors and finding people’s per
spectives on riots and violence. One of the practitioners wrote, “After the rumor spread like a fire, 
people started locking themselves in their home. From homes to the street, lights were switched off, 
with pin drop silence as if no one lives there.” 
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2. Youth Program 
The youth program builds a culture of sharing and listening amongst youth, enhances process of self
learning and opens up possibilities for better futures  
 
2.1  Young Women’s Collective  
 
The young women’s collective generates accounts of self and contexts, and facilitates exploration of 
gender. It enables young women to explore alternatives for future 
 
The practitioners explored the bond between the mothers and daughters. They are together in each 
other’s joys and sorrows, express their intimate thoughts and feelings to unburden their mind with 
each other. They are sometimes like friends. Mothers nurture and cherish this relationship since the 
time daughters are born. This can be seen when old trunks are opened up to find bundles of things 
lovingly stored by the mothers. When asked to bring such articles associated with fond memories, the 
practitioners got a variety of things – an anklet received as gift on the sixthday ceremony after birth, 
bangles and fancy slippers bought during a festival, small frocks, the toys they played with as a young 
child, the pillow that mother had started making before her birth. They wrote the stories behind the 
articles, after indepth conversations with their mothers. They felt that the love between a mother and 
daughter remains in different stages of their lives, in its different hues. They invited their mothers to 
see the display titled, ‘In the journey of memories, you grew up my dear!’ and read out to them the 
stories that they had written.  

 
While exploring the theme of ‘rebellious mind’, the practitioners spoke of instances at home that made 
them extremely angry – when they were denied their due, prohibited from becoming friends with 
someone, forced to leave school, not allowed to take up a job, pressurised for marriage, not consulted 
before taking decisions related to them. They listed the statements they hear, when they are being re
frained from doing something, “behave like an adult“,  “girls are family’s dignity“, “you’re a woman 
now“, “your body has developed“, “you can’t go out now”. They wrote stories about such experiences 
and their emotions at the time, and when they rebelled against their family members, relatives and 
community. They shared their stories in relations to the theme ‘sometimes parents can be wrong’, for 
example being suspicious without any ground, being rigid, raise their voice, humiliating their children 
etc.  
 
Through their stories, they examined societal traditions and their hold on their parents‘ thinking. They 
decoded what gender equality and inequality meant to them, and how words could take on different 
meanings when seen from the perspective of the individual woman visàvis when seen from the per
spective of society. For example, in society a successful woman is someone who takes care of her home 
and family but for the woman, success could mean standing on her feet.   
 
The practitioners continued with their research on the theme of ‘women and work’. They interacted 
with women rickshaw driver, handloom weaver, petty shopkeepers, piece rate workers. They also re
corded in detail the works women do at home such as painting the house, making rotis on a chulha, 
taking care of the elderly etc.  
 
While for children the mobile is a playtool and for adults a functional necessity, for the youth, and in 
particular for the young women, it creates a small world of their own, amidst the pulls and pressures 
in their surroundings. For those young women, who are mainly confined to their homes, being on the 
terrace with their mobile offers moments of respite in a constricted regime. Mobiles are very much a 
part of young people’s lives, even though many young women have limited access to them. The young 
women shared stories related to mobile phones – the time and negotiations for getting the mobile in 
their hands, playing video games, calling and texting friends, listening to music and watching films on 
YouTube. They spoke about being on social media such as facebook, instagram, whatsapp, snapchat to 
stay in touch with friends and also make new friends and narrated some unpleasant incidents while 
using them.  
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The tiktok app is also popular amongst them in which they are making and uploading content and 
sharing it in public domain. They shared their stories about how they were introduced to Tiktik and 
their experiences of making videos  writing the script, selecting the music, looking for the right back
ground, dubbing, learning technical aspects, sharing them online. “In my religion girls are prohibited 
to act and sing. But after seeing many of my friends using tiktok, I also felt like using it. My maternal 
uncle taught me how to use this application and make videos. I made my first video and shared it with 
many of my friends and family members through whatsapp and also put it as my status. My father was 
very happy seeing my acting skills.”  
 
They watched mainstream Hindi films and discussed issues of gender and caste. The film ‘Kabir Singh‘, 
was followed by discussions on issues of consent, coercion, submission, difference between love and 
misogyny. The film ‘Ariticle 15‘, leabout caste to a discussion on caste disparities, castebased violence 
and the role of the system in solving these problems. The rape and murder of a young veterinary doctor 
in the city of Hyderabad while returning from work at night caused nationwide stir and debate. The 
issue of violence and safety was discussed in the collective. The discussion focused on perpetrators 
and causes, role of parents and community, city administration and police in preventing crimes against 
women.  
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2.2  Mohalla Media Lab   
 
Mohalla media lab facilitates young people to revisit the locality and the city to produce narratives of 
ordinary lives, in different media forms.  

 
The practitioners documented life in their locality through photographs. They created photocollages 
and compendiums on various themes related to their neighborhood  windows, kitchens, lanes, means 
of transport, festivals, childhood, afternoons, desolated corners, prime spaces and locality during high 
levels of air pollution in the city. They did an indepth research and recording on the world of work in 
their neighborhood, through interviews and videoclips. They spoke to vendors who put up carts (fruit
seller, flower seller, vegetable seller, biscuits and snack seller); shacks/stalls owners (teastall owner, 
panwalla, presswallah), shopkeepers (tailors, mobile repair, chemist), artists (jagran singer, dholak 
player, painter, band player); daily wage laborers at labor chowk (mason, groundman, painter); workers 
(sanitation workers, sweepers, garbage collectors), knowers of the night (security guards, chowkidar).  
 
Very often, the videos uploaded on YouTube by the youth of the neighborhood are around civic prob
lems, sports events and programs sponsored by the politicians in their locality.  Through the Apna Tube 
video channel process, the focus at the lab has been to help the practitioner youth create content on 
the neighborhood that would present the abundant but invisible talent, skills and knowledge existing 
in the neighborhood in the public domain. They learnt how to write a script, make video clips, edit vi
deos, lighting, role of the light, and taking different kinds of shot such as long shot, mid longshot, ex
treme longshot.  
 
The videos that were uploaded on Apnatube channel – ‘The Fair‘– interviews with toysellers from 
Uttar Pradesh who come to the city for a fortnight for the fair and whose families have been doing this 
for years; ‘Farewell to the fair‘ – the last time the fair is being held becuase a hospital is being construc
ted on the grounds; ‘Dushshehra‘ – celebrations of the festival in different parks of the locality and in
terviews with a group of children who make Ravana idols every year and collect donations from the 
community for making them; ‘Diwali‘ – popular stalls during the festival time; ‘Not just kids‘ – children 
as storytellers, writers, artists, a day at the Ankur learning collective; ‘Story of a rainy day‘ stories 
change with the season; ‘Lost Singalong Rhymes‘ – play ditties that children used to sing and some 
still being sung as they play; ‘Journey to the Hospital‘ – a girl observes her mother at her place of her 
work, the hospital. People watched these videos and shared their feedbacks too.  
 
Delhi Listening Group, a collaborative initiative of Ankur with sound artists, explores shared listening 
practices, in the context of a rapidly changing urban environment; as a way of producing knowledge of 
the everyday city and exploring shifting borders between noise and sound, in a context where sounds 
of the margins are often relegated to noise by centres of power, via a refusal to listen.  The practitioners 
of the Lab engaged in ‘Listeners at work’, a performative and participatory practice to draw visible atten
tion to the work of listening in a way that invites others to join and turn a fresh ear to a familiar sonic 
space or to highlight how different kinds of everyday work in a locality involve specialised listening 
skills. They recorded sounds in busy market places and also in deserted places. They visited spaces 
where people gathered in small groups and listened to each other’s stories and their conversations on 
mobile. The practitioners focused on the listening practices of various workers around the locality such 
as stonemasons, motor mechanics, tailors, band players at their work sites and how they interpret the 
different sounds in relation to the work. For example, how do the motor mechanics identify the problem 
in a bike, by listening to the sound coming from starting the bike, and how do the bandplayers produce 
sounds in sync and identify sounds that are not in rhythm. They documented the process through pho
tographs, sound recordings and texts. The practice opens a space in which the locality listens to itself, 
and affirms that the sound that is being made here is much more than noise, even if the centres of 
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power in the city have rarely if ever listened to these places. 
 
With the advent of Corona, when the national curfew was announced, followed by the first lockdown, 
the practitioners recorded the unusual times through visuals and texts. They made video clips on the 
empty spaces of the locality during the lockdown – park, school, gym, market, dispensary, teashop, 
busstand, and roadside. Their recordings touched upon the unusual quiet, everyday life and work 
coming to a standstill, loss of wages and livelihood, entire families being together in a small home, the 
constant news on television about Corona etc.  
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2.3   English Shaam 
 
The English Shaam is a space where young people do not feel burdened to learn yet another subject 
but enjoy what they are learning. The idea is to build their familiarity and comfort with the language, 
that can help them to express themselves and communicate in English as a preparation for their fu
ture. 
 
The practitioners shared anecdotes from their everyday life such as the day teacher was to check home
work copies, going out to play with friends, dancing at a birthday party, the day of the festival. They 
first wrote them in Hindi and they attempted to translate them in English, with support. This helped 
them see the how what they spoke in Hindi could be expressed in English. In the process, they learnt 
about the English equivalent of words, and the structure of sentences.  
 
Stories are a great medium of expression as they involve a flowing narrative. To make the young people 
more enthusiastic about sharing stories in English, they were encouraged to read story books in English 
and ideas from their experiences, reading and imagination. They listed the elements of writing a story 
– theme and ideas, the play of imagination and reality, plot/storyline, characters and their dialogues, 
using the right words.  
 
They carefully observed the surroundings around them  the lanes, the roads, the different pockets and 
bazars, noticing what is going on and attempted to note it in English. There were discussions around 
the happenings in the neighbourhood in which they were encourage to speak in English. For example, 
around the first week of March, there was an un expected scenario in the community when rumour 
spread that riots had begun in the locality and there was anxiety amongst people. The discussion was 
facilitated through questions such as – what was happening, what did you see,what did you hear, what 
did you do.There was discussion on powerrelations in everyday life, using English as a medium of com
munity. 
 
The practitioners browsed through English newspapers. They read headlines, advertorials, news items, 
and gradually moved on to reading longer news or articles. They read each item slowly, halting if they 
found a word difficult and asking for its meaning or translation in Hindi.  When they had difficulties 
with long paragraphs and sentences, they were given hints that could help them make sense of what 
they were reading. Then they would share with the group what they understood from what they read.  
 
The practitioners watched ‘Malgudi Days‘ (stories written by RK Narayan) series with English subtitles 
was shown to the practitioners. As they watched, they concentrated on reading the subtitles. In be
tween they would pause to read the dialogues in English more carefully. They watched the English 
movie ‘Friends’ with great interest. During the screening, in between there were small intervals where 
they asked for meaning of certain words or phrases they couldn’t follow. Someone from the group 
would address the queries. Post screenings, they attempted to narrate in English what they saw. 
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2.4  Compughar 
 

Compughar extends an open invitation to young people to explore computers and the possibliites of 
digital world, and build their skills in engaging with this world.  
 
While some young people had some familiarity with computers, for others it was the first time they 
were touching a computer.  They were curious about how it operates. The CPU was opened before 
them, and they could see the different parts. They learnt about the different commands that can be 
given on the keyboard while working on it – enter, backspace, shift, delete, home, page up, page down, 
double click, shift and control etc.  
 
They learnt how to draw while holding the mouse, and how to paint and change colors with the brush. 
They played with colors and shapes on screen. After the basics, they moved onto greater details about 
photoshop and learnt about its different tools. They made paintings with logos and captions and saved 
them. They learnt how to create illustrations for thir artworks in their folder. They made compositions 
on themes, designed book covers, created logos, cartoons and 3D animations. They clicked photographs 
and uploaded the images on the computers, helping each other in the process. 
 
They wrote stories and learnt how to type them, using the MS word software  giving space between 
words, using capital and small letters, creating a paragraph, deleting or correcting a word, and saving 
the document. They learnt how to change fonts and size, insert page numbers, create a layout and de
sign a page. They practiced with several of their texts. They learnt about excel sheet, and saw how they 
could create different kinds of records – index sheet, lists et . 
 
They learnt to draw upon online resources – websites, articles, youtube channels, whie working on a 
theme of their interest or on a school project. They learnt about email, creating accounts, writing and 
sending mails, archiving them. They learnt about social media  facebook, twitter, 
whatsapp,Instagram,youtube – making profiles, uploading images, sharing messages and content. They 
learnt how what they create or write can be shared digitally through different platforms.  
 
In today’s times, when many transactions are becoming online, it is important to become familiar and 
skilled in making online transactions. The young people learnt about filling online applications for vari
ous purposes. They learnt how to make online purchase and payments, book tickets, pay electricity 
bills, mobile recharge. 
 
 





3. Community Program  
The community program facilitates dialogue amongst children and their families, builds on the social 
and intellectual life of the community and supports collective initiatives.  
 
 
3.1   Explorations with Parents 
 
The issue of creating corners in home, where children not just study but also create and display their 
works, was discussed with the mothers. When there were frequent news of children being kidnapped, 
the issue of safety of children was discussed. The parents spoke of the news and messages they had 
heard regarding incidents of kidnapping of children. They shared how they had become more alert, 
and accompanied their children to school, spoke to the teachers and instructors, and stopped them 
from playing outside. The discussion on issue of women’s safety focused on the role of parents and 
community in supporting young women when they go out to work and in raising boys in a way that 
they learn to respect women; role of city administration in making city safe; and the role of police while 
recording and investigating instances of violence, especially rape. In another meeting, when the at
moshphere in the city was tense, they spoke of their anxieties for children, especailly as their exams 
were approaching and some were about to finish schooling. In the context of growing Corona Pandemic, 
preventive steps were highlighted, and posters were pasted at different locations underlining safety 
measure such as always wear a mask, don’t visit crowded areas, wash hands regularly, stay home and 
go out only when necessary. 
 
 
3.2  Sharing of Creative Works 
 
Writings of practitioners of different collectives of children and young people were shared at regular 
intervals.  Every fortnight, the practitioners visited  tentwelve houses to share the stories that they 
had written and some of the books of the library. The idea was to create reading corners in every home. 
If someone wanted to read stories, they could pick books and read, if others wanted to hear, children 
read out the stories. Reading events were conducted at terraces, lanes, beauty parlors, stairs etc. Writ
ings by practitioners were also shared in lanes, parks and local bazaars. The audience at these various 
locations included men and women of different agegroups, the youth and elderly. One such program 
was Ibn Batuna Pehen Ke Joota, held at the shoemarket, where the shopkeepers helped in creating 
the setup for sharing of stories. The audience included the shopowners, their assistants, vendors and 
customers.   
 
 
3.3  Special Events 
 
A ‘Literary Festival‘ was organised in the locality at which the publications of writings of children and 
youth were released amidst their neighborhood. The books that were released were – ‘Arithmetic of 
stories‘, ‘Holiday cycle‘, ‘Wedding in the village‘, ‘A journey during holidays‘, ‘Ha, the Winter scenario‘. 
The avid readers and writers of the neighborhood released the books. Preparations for the festival in
volved getting permissions to hold the event in the park, making and extending invites, making a pro
gram schedule and getting the park cleaned. Besides the parents and the community, local ngos and 
schools were also invited. The literary fair belonged as much to the elders and parents, as to the young 
writers. Fifteen mothers volunteered to take care of things, to decorate and to guide people.  
 
To celebrate the World Environment day, an event was held on the ‘Evergreen trees’ of the locality. Pic
tures and posters of such trees adorned the walls and railings of people’s homes in the lanes. Canvas 
was laid on the floor and visitors were asked to paint trees. More and more women poured in to paint. 
Passersby looked at the pictures of trees, tried to identify them. Several young women helped their 
mothers to put their names in a corner of their paintings. One factor was important in all the pictures, 
that under every tree some form of life, livelihood or relief was being nurtured. Women understood 
this very well, “we have kept water for the birds under our trees.” The event brought out that people, 
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particularly women are basically aware of how to conserve environment. They ideas and efforts need 
to be acknowledged and supported. 
 
As part of the ‘Friday for Future‘ Campaign, a global campaign for environment, the event‚ ‘What kind 
of weather is this‘ was organised. Several days of ground work preceded the event. There was discussion 
on what makes Greta Thunberg, the youth activist on climate change angry and the urgent need to 
take up the issue of climate change. Women, retired men, shopkeepers were invited to speak about 
changes taking place in the environment. They spoke about unseasonal rains due to climate change, 
spread of diseases due to pollution. The shopkeepers of the shoe market, where the event was held 
appreciated the effort of children and promised to take care of the pots that were gifted to them. A 
play on the theme of environment, titled, The earth has got fever was prepared. The practitioners se
lected poems related to nature from well known children’s magazines such as Pluto, Cycle, Chakmak.  
 
‘I will play’ event event was held on the occasion of World Play Day, to extend the horizons of play, es
pecially for girls and boys. Some of the refrains from girls are – “we can’t play in our homes, only in 
school“, “we cannot play with boys, aunties complain to mummy“. Refrains from boys, “Don’t play with 
dolls; this is a game only for girls“, “why are you crying if you have lost the game, it’s only girls who 
cry“. Girls played games that usually boys play such as gullidanda and boys played with dolls. They dis
cussed why games become restricted for girls after a certain age and games are separate for boys and 
girls. Some of the comments from children after the event – “now I will teach my sister how to play 
cricket“, “we will play together in the lanes“, “those who stop us from playing‘, we shall invite them to 
come and play with us. Sports have given them a sense of equality. 
 
 
3.4  Collective Initiatives 
 
There was a discussion with people on the role they can play as parents to strengthen the Right to Edu
cation. It is important that they took keen interest in the education of their children right from the be
ginning, ensure that children attend school regularly and track their progress at school, so that they 
don’t fail in class 9th and are not turned to open schooling on that account. Many girls were wanting 
to take up commerce in class XI but the school refused saying they do not have a commerce teacher. 
Parents were supported in writing a letter to the education department for appointment of commerce 
teacher. 
 
The people were helped in their communications with authorities for getting the garbage dump, that 
is next to residential plots shifted to another location. Though the dump is still at the same site, it is 
now being cleaned regularly. An interface was held between the women and bank officials, to address 
the problems they face in bank transactions and their queries with regards to schemes, new rules and 
procedures. The community was helped in getting the busstand repaired by the authorities. When a 
notice was displayed in the community that open defecation would incur a fine of Rs 5000, the com
munity wrote to the authorities asserting that only when the public toilets function properly and are 
cleaned regularly, can this problem be solved. Letters were written to the Horticulture department for 
cleaning of the neighborhood parks. A camp was organised where could get rectifications done in their 
Aadhar documents, so that they do not face problems while using it in their various transactions.  
 
The youth of the community was supported in its initiatives to prevent escalation of social tensions, 
such as taking an injured buffalo to a cowshed for treatment and discussing with people the probability 
that it could have got injured in a fight amongst individuals under the influence of drugs/alcohol and 
not deliberately an act from another community. The youth collective helped local Samiti to restart its 
annual event which had stopped due to certain reasons, by getting permissions for evening perform
ances, managing crowds and offering hospitality to the actors.  
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4. Partnerships with Institutions for Children and Youth 
The partnership with schools, institutions for children and youth seeks to promote child centred pe
dagogical practice, emphasises children’s right to creativity and provokes a new thinking on urban 
margins. 
 
4.1   Schools 
 
Some of the themes for discussion with the students were ‘what do you share with your friends’, ‘what 
do you do when the teacher is not in the classroom‘, ‘excuses’, ‘imaginary sounds’,  and ‘what is in the 
bag‘, things that go missing in homes and school‘. Using their senses, they observed the scenes around 
them and wrote logs. They keenly observed the newly introduced happiness class in their school to in
crease concentration levels and peaceful states of mind. They spoke to their friends and teachers as to 
how they felt about the sessions. They shared their texts in front of the entire school. The school was 
appreciative of their readingwriting skills. Sessions were taken up on themes of Gender, in which 
teachers took an active part. There were sessions on detective stories, where the main characters were 
from the neighborhoods.   
 
Sessions were held in the primary school taking up stories from the school text book and linking them 
with the experiences of children. The story Idgah by Munshi Premchand was taken up in which the 
young child Hamid goes to a fair, and brings a gift/tongs for his old grandmother with the small money 
he had with him. Children narrated their experiences of going to fairs. For example, one child shared 
how he had gone to the book fair at Pragati Maidan, and he collected small story booklets from there 
and brought them for his friends.  Word maps were made around some of the words taken from stories. 
The children identified the corners of the school where they wanted to share their stories such as the 
corridor, school gate, playground, staircase. 
 
 
4.2  Madrasa 
 
The sessions involved children in exploring the different facets of life in madrasa and their life in the 
village through various themes. They spoke about the occasions how they dress up on the day of the 
Dawat (feast) when they trim their moustache, they wear shortlength kurtas, put on perfume (itra) 
and wear sandals. They spoke about their first interactions with technological tools and gadgets such 
as television, cooler, and refrigerator. They spoke about observing Ramzan and how they prepare for 
Sehri and Iftari, spending time at home with friends and family. They shared stories around food – the 
day they are served one of their favorite dishes at the Madrasa, when they miss the food cooked by 
their mothers and sisters, when they go out with their friends from the Madrasa to eat out. They spoke 
how they manage to find time and opportunities for play in their structured routine. They talked about 
their visits to Bazaars during special BakraEid and the ways people sell, bargain and purchase goats 
for this festival. Besides, orally narrating their experiences, they also wrote texts and made illustrations 
around them. They shared their stories with friends, kaari sahib and maulana sahib during the sessions, 
and also through the ‘Kissagoi’ program. Some memebers of the community also attended the event. 
Children’s potential was recognised and their creative work appreciated. When their were tensions in 
the neighborhood due to the various events in the city, there were discussions with children on what 
they were hearing, watching on televison, their fears, being away from family, worries of their parents 
getting upset, and their disappointment at not being able to go to their homes.   
 
 
4.3  Shelter for Homeless 
 
The homeless are the city makers who contribute significantly to the economy of the city but who re
main unrecognised. The theme, ‘who does the city belong to‘, ‘was taken up to explore their experience 
of the city‘  their migration from the village to the city, ‘the search for home in the city, and coming to 
the shelter‘. The practitioners shared when they feel safe and secure at the shelter and when they 
don’t. Speaking about the corners that give that are a place of rest for them and give them peace of 
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mind, they shared – the pillow they use at night, their mother’s lap, the bundle of clothes on which 
they rest their head, the piled up mattresses during the day on which they lie down, back seat of the 
rikshaw. Their talked about the places where they play, the games they play, their friends. They spoke 
of playing on the rikshaws lined in the vicinity, singing songs, playing cards, ludo, carom, marbles etc. 
They listed the names/tags of people who visit their shelter daily or once in a week like any govt. officer, 
policemen, DUSIB member, NGO worker, lawyer, etc. When there were clashes between police and 
residents, who sold their wares on the street/footpath. They shared how these clashes had affected 
the livelihoods of residents and how many of them had left the shelter in fear. Meanwhile, children 
who were left inside, talked and mapped down their feelings of fear, danger, anxiety, troubled, strangle 
trauma, anger, sadness, bored, restless, etc. 
 
 
4.4  Institution for the Blind 
 
Thepractitioners were asked to sit at different spots in their school premises and listen minutely to 
their surroundings. After that they came back and discussed how these spots looked like on the basis 
of the sounds they heard. This enabled them to learn that each space can also be designed on the basis 
of its sounds. They were asked to share how they think they look, they shared that they often imagined 
themselves according to what otherssaid about them  their mother, grandparents or friends. Someone 
shared that he has a dusky complexion, another shared that his eyes are big and pupils are white. They 
described their eyes, nose, lips, hair and physique. They made a word tree to describe time when they 
are by themselves and have free time. The listed words were  boring, lonely, busy with mobile,joyful, 
thoughts racing in mind. etc. In an informal session twothree children mimicked the way different staff 
members such as teachers, cook, caretaker, guard speak. After this the children were asked if they 
would be interested in making a play around their own stories that have been published in the booklet 
Andekha‐Dekhaand play different characters. They were excited about it, and thus began the process 
of enacting their stories in which they participated enthusiastically. They also recorded their stories. 
After each such recording, some of the teachers and viceprincipal of the school were invited to listen 
to them. The Principal was very happy as it was the first time that they were having such recordings 
and, on his instruction, they were downloaded in the computer room of the school. When children of 
other classes came for their computer class, they listened to the recorded stories.  
 
 
4.5  Ladli Foundation 
 
The sessions focussed on their life at school, the moments when they felt insulted. They recounted 
several such instances, not just from their present classes but also previous classes. This was followed 
by a discussion on the impact of such episodes on their studies and life at school and speaking about 
them in the family and with friends. They remembered their childhood and what had changed for them 
while growing up. They spoke of their dreams and fears.  They would write their stories in Hindi, then 
type them on the computers. Some of the stories were selected for publishing in the annual magazine 
of the Foundation.  
 
 
4.6  Children’s Home for Boys  
 
The sessions were about how they had experienced the city, through outings from the school or from 
the Home, what they liked about the city and what they didn’t. They shared what all they knew about 
the happenings in the city and the country through television  elections, visits of foreign dignitories, 
accidents, sports events. They also shared with their peers what all they were learning in their activiity 
classes. They created plays on different themes such as friendships, teachers and also enacted scenes 
from movies. They played a variety of games. There were films shows followed by discussions. 
 
 

 





5.  Collaboration with University Departments, NGOs and Net
works 
 
The collaboration with university departments, ngos and networks, seeks to promote child centred 
pedagogical practice, emphasises children’s right to creativity and provokes a new thinking on urban 
margins. 
 
5.1  University Departments 
 
The sessions with teacher trainees at the B.El.ED department of Miranda House, Delhi University con
tinued, as part of the course on ‘Children’s Literature and Storytelling‘. Ankur participated in discussions 
of academicians and practitioners of social work.  
 
The booklet, ‘Money diaries‘, narratives on financial practices from Delhi’s working class neighborhoods 
was brought out, based on the research done by Ankur team, in collaboartion with  Department of An
thropology, Liepzig Unvivesity. The booklet consists of five stories that show how policies of financial 
inclusion affect the interactions of urban poor with the institution of bank. 
 
 
5.2   NGOs and Networks 
 
Ankur made a presentation at the seminar of ‘Diversity and Children’s literature‘ held at Bhopal, to an 
audience of practitioners, academincians, illustrators and children’s authors. The presentation focussed 
on Ankur’s childcentred pedagogical practices to develop children as young authors. There were dis
cussions on themes such children’s own expression in the context of childrn’s literature, wrting about 
marginalised identities, engaging with difficult realities, enhancing expression in language classrrom 
using diverse materials.  
 
Ankur participated in the deliberations of CACL (campaign against child labor) and took part in the 
launch of the campaign to demand the right of quality education for all children from birth until the 
age of 18 years and ensure and end to child labour. Two practitioners of Ankur centres took part in the 
public hearing, State of India’s Children‘ organised by Tdh and Haq.  One of the practitioners spoke 
about the issue of air pollution. Excerpts of her speech were referred to in an article on the event, pub
lished in Times of India. The article was shared in her school and also coaching centres in the locality 
and followed up by discussion on the issues.  
 
Writing is a miracle, and the writer a magician. Writing gives children makes them bigger than the adults 
who then start respecting the children. The team from Muskaan NGO, Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh, heard 
the stories written by the young writers of Ankur and discussed about the process of writing. This jour
ney of writing and narrating, takes them in such a world of expression from where they continuously 
take resources from their surroundings, the world of books and imagination, and become a voice that 
continues to expand its circle of listeners.  Parag (Tata Trust) included the book, ‘Chashma Naya Nai’, a 
collection of writings of twelve authors of Ankur, published by Eklavya, in their honour list of 2020.  

Ten youth representatives from child and youth rights organisations in different states of Indiavisited 
for an interaction with youth of Ankur collectives. There was discussion about how cities, towns and 
villages were changing and how these changes were linked to larger process of development and ur
banisation. The youth also shared their respective work on Sustainable Development Goals and Global 
action month. Ankur youth read out two texts, and spoke about the process and challenges of their 
writing practice, and significance of writing in articulation of their voice.  The visiting youth was also 
engaged in a writing practice.  
 
Six practitioners attended the Gender workshop organised by AV Baliga Trust with youth collectives 
and shared with their peers what they had learnt. A group of young people from Ankur collective at
tended the ‘Womenia Rangmahotsav‘ (theatre festival) organised by AFD, to mark the occasion of In
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ternational Women’s day which had plays, songs, mime etc on the theme of gender inequality and 
gender justice. A team of two presented a kissagoi performance, ‘Ab tu badi ho gayi hai’. 
 
Ankur took part in the deliberations of the Delhi Child Relief network, formed to support children in 
difficult times. A team from Ankur, visited the relief camp and met children and adults in affected neigh
borhoods. The team spoke to Delhi Commission of Protection of Child Rights member, regarding the 
possibility of interaction with children. However, due to Corona Pandemic, the camp was wound up 
and people were asked to leave. There was sharing of resources and informationsin the network to 
provide support to children and their communities during COVID 19 pandemic. 
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